ABSTRACT The use of distributed computation and control is pervasive for a wide range of smart grid research topics. However, recent developments of smart grid co-simulation platforms have not been able to provide effective support for the modeling and simulation of distributed software systems. In particular, cosimulation literatures only focused on the integration of electrical and communication network simulators, and the responsibility for modeling distributed software is often delegated to one of these two simulators. Since these domain specific simulators are not designed for this purpose, such delegation incurs many limitations that prevent convenient, effective, and accurate modeling of software behaviors. To mitigate the problem, this paper presents, to our knowledge, the first co-simulation integration of direct-execution simulators to provide dedicated support for distributed smart grid software. We first present the development of the novel DecompositionJ framework (DEterministic, COncurrent Multi-PrOcessing SImulaTION for Java programs), which is a compiler-based code analyzer and transformer to automatically convert multi-thread Java programs into direct-execution simulators, eliminating the need for manual code or model development. Next, we apply DecompositionJ framework to generate simulators for a popular multi-agent platform JADE. The JADE simulators are then integrated with electromagnetic transient simulator (PSCAD) and packet-level network simulator (OPNET) using standardized co-simulation runtime infrastructure. At last, we conduct a case study on agent-based smart grid restoration using this novel co-simulation platform. Through the analysis of simulation results, it is shown that the proposed direct-execution simulation framework is able to facilitate the understanding, evaluation, and debugging of distributed smart grid software.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid decentralization of power system is driving revolutionary changes in its underlying ICT infrastructures. Various smart grid applications require distributed computation and pervasive data communication for coordinating millions of automated devices. The study of these smart grid applications often requires performance evaluation, either via experimentations on real-world testbed or via simulation. Unfortunately, real-world platforms are rarely available for the purpose of experiments due to the costs and the critical nature of power stability. Even if a testbed is available, experiments are usually bounded to a small scale with a limited set of scenarios. Furthermore, experimental results are often difficult to repeat due to varying operational conditions. In contrast, simulation enables fully configurable experiments with arbitrary hypothetical scenarios at a low cost and the results are easily repeatable. It is therefore of no surprise that most published results are obtained via software-based simulations.
For a comprehensive simulation of smart grid, all three aspects of electrical, communication and distributed computation, as well as their inter-dependencies should be modeled. VOLUME 6, 2018 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ Given the complexity and heterogeneity of the smart grid, creating a comprehensive simulator from scratch would be costly and time consuming. Therefore, the co-simulation designs are often implemented by combining existing well-developed and validated domain-specific simulators, e.g., power system and communication network simulators, with each of them responsible for modeling and simulating some aspects of the smart grid. This smart grid co-simulation paradigm was pioneered by the work of Electrical Power and Communication Synchronizing Simulator [3] (EPOCHS), and later works [4] - [16] contributed to this field mainly in three directions: 1) Exploring various combinations of power system and communication simulators for integrating and expanding the tool sets to support different smart grid applications. 2) Improving time synchronization mechanisms. This is to ensure that simulation events and messages across all simulators are processed in correct timestamp order, such that simulation outcomes are causally correct and repeatable.
3) Improving the interoperability of co-simulation platforms by conforming to standardized co-simulation frameworks such as Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS, IEEE 1278 Std.) and High Level Architecture (HLA, IEEE 1516 Std.).
Despite previous advancements, discussions are lacked on the modeling and simulation of distributed computation. Most previous works simply delegated such responsibility to either electrical or communication simulators, leading to several problems:
• Electrical/communication simulators allow creation of custom models via ''user-codes". However, user code development is not as flexible as general programming, typically subject to many limitations such as reduction of usable language features, libraries and interfaces. In particular, multi-threading and blocking calls are generally forbidden to prevent non-deterministic execution and deadlocks.
• Due to user code limitations, existing software cannot be simulated in its deployable form. Researchers need to rewrite the software with respect to user-code constraints. Depending on the complexity of target software, development process can be time consuming and labor intensive.
• Due to user-code constraints and development costs, researchers may need to discard non-essential parts of the software which may result in loss of functional fidelity.
• Electrical/communication simulators do not provide mechanisms to model computation delays which cause loss of timing fidelity.
• Separation of deployment and simulation codes complicates version control and code maintenance.
To mitigate these problems, we delegate the simulation of distributed software to direct-execution simulators, in conjunction with the typical integration of electrical and communication simulators. In a direct-execution simulation, the original code of the target program will be executed to emulate its own functional behavior. Additional simulation control codes are inserted to execute alongside the target codes, which are responsible for: i) redirect program's interactions with real systems, i.e., I/O, system clock, timers, to their simulated counterparts; ii) determine computation delays and track the logical timestamp of program's actions; and iii) control the order of execution over actions performed by different threads within the simulator, and the order of execution over events across co-simulators.
In this paper, we discuss the challenges and operating principles of a direct-execution simulation, then provide an overview on the design of DecompositionJ simulation framework (DEterministic, COncurrent Multi-PrOcesssing SImulaTION for Java programs). This framework performs compiler-based source analysis on a target Java program, then automatically transforms the original program into a direct-execution simulator by instrumenting simulation control codes. The proposed framework eliminates the need for manual code modification, hence significantly reduces the cost for developing and maintaining a model for the target software, yet at the same time fully retains its functional fidelity. Furthermore, this framework does not require new hardware support and programmer annotation, therefore is highly compatible with existing Java execution environments and development tools. This allows researchers to use mainstream IDEs and debuggers to investigate and debug the target software during simulation. Further details on the framework, such as definitions of the simulation model, exploitation of parallelism, scalability and performance evaluations, can be found in our paper [27] .
To demonstrate the usefulness of our framework, we apply the direct-execution simulation techniques on a popular multi-agent platform JADE (Java Agent Development Framework) [26] . The DecompositionJ framework is used to analyze and transform JADE source code to produce directexecution simulators, which are then integrated with power system simulator PSCAD and network simulator OPNET via a runtime infrastructure (RTI). The entire co-simulation platform adheres to the HLA standard. Using this co-simulation platform, a case study on agent based fault location, isolation and service restoration (FLISR) has been conducted. Through the analysis of simulation results, it is shown that the proposed direct-execution simulation framework is able to facilitate the understanding, evaluation, and debugging of distributed smart grid software. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses and compares related works in smart grid co-simulation with our proposed framework. Section III presents the operating principle, design, and implementations of DecompositionJ framework. Section IV discusses an HLA-based co-simulation platform that integrates electrical simulator -PSCAD, communication simulator -OPNET, and DecompositionJ simulators. Section V presents the FLISR case study, and results are shown in Section VI. Conclusion is given in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
The software-based co-simulation paradigm in smart grid research was pioneered by the work of Electrical Power and Communication Synchronizing Simulator [3] (EPOCHS), which combined power system simulators PSCAD (for electromagnetic transients) and PSLF (for electromechanical dynamics) with communication simulator NS2 (for packet-level simulation of wired/wireless communications). Simulators are interfaced to a RuntimeInfrastructure (RTI) which facilitates the exchange of data and the synchronization of event execution across simulators such that simulation events are executed in correct order according to their timestamps. The capability of EPOCHS was demonstrated with an example case study in agent based wide area monitoring, protection and control (WAMPC).
Many other co-simulation frameworks and platforms have since been proposed. Table 1 summarizes their characteristics with respect to several aspects: i) target use cases; ii) selection of simulation tools for power systems, communication networks, and distributed software; iii) time synchronization schemes; and iv) co-simulation interfaces. We discuss each of these aspects in the following.
A. SIMULATION OF POWER SYSTEMS
The selection of power system simulator depends primarily on the target use case. In general, power system simulation models can be classified into two types: 1) Steady state models of which the stable state of the power network is solved using power flow analysis. The model is typically used in power network planning, demand side management (DSM), energy markets, and optimization studies. Example simulation tools include Adevs, OpenDSS, GridLab-D, PowerWorld, PSSE, DigSilent and MATLAB. 2) Transient dynamic models of which the power network is characterized at circuit level by differential equations. The trapezoidal rule is then applied to discretize the equations such that sampling and switching events can be modeled. Simulator then solves the system equations repeatedly for each time step to obtain numerical time-domain solutions. These models are typically used to study power system control and protection, where transitions between stable states occur due to the changing of operation point. Example tools include PSCAD, PSLF, Adevs-THYMS, DIgSILENT, and MATLAB.
Since our proposed co-simulation framework targets on delay-sensitive applications that operate during state transitions (e.g., power system restoration), we select the PSCAD simulator to model the fast transients in the electrical system.
B. SIMULATION OF COMMUNICATION NETWORK
Packet-level network simulators such as OPNET, NS-2, NS-3 and OMNET++ are commonly used for simulating smart grid communications. The principles for these tools are similar: the processing and transmission of messages are modeled as a sequence of discrete events along the logical time-line. Selection of suitable simulator depends on model availability, development flexibility and licensing types (e.g., open source or proprietary).
For this paper, we selected OPNET for its rich set of wired and wireless communication models, and its built-in HLA co-simulation interface.
C. SIMULATION OF DISTRIBUTED SOFTWARE
Distributed software programs are usually modeled within the network simulator [4] - [7] , [10] , [11] , or within power system simulator [5] , [8] , [9] , [15] , and their drawbacks have been discussed in the Introduction section. Other approaches [3] , [12] , [13] , [16] allow the target software to be modeled as external processes and interfaced to the simulators as slaves. We do not consider these slave processes to be co-simulators because they are not time-regulating; rather, they simply perform computation and return results upon receiving triggering signals from their master simulators. Modeling using slave processes suffers from the following limitations: i) blocking operations are forbidden within slave codes since master simulators need to wait for slave results, otherwise deadlocks will occur; and ii) multi-threading within slave process should be avoided to prevent non-deterministic results. These limitations significantly hindered the modeling of distributed software as multi-threading and blocking operations are very common.
Here, we discuss the work of Perkonigg et al. [14] in particular, which extended the JADE platform to support the simulation of unmodified agent codes. This is achieved by using VOLUME 6, 2018 a wrapper agent class to override the standard JADE agent class. The wrapper agent class provides the same APIs as the standard agent class, and in addition, implements simulation control codes to i) redirect agent communications events to OPNET simulator; ii) track the computation delay and logical timestamp of the agent; and iii) control agent code executions to achieve synchronization. This design philosophy is similar to that of a direct-execution simulation, but the implementation is limited to JADE. In this paper, we propose a generalized design at the language level to support simulation of Java programs.
D. TIME SYNCHRONIZATION
Note that during a co-simulation session, simulators execute local events and advance local logical clocks in parallel. Synchronization mechanisms must be installed to ensure events and messages across all simulators are executed in correct timestamp order. The methods used by previous works can be classified into three types: master-slave, timestepped, and event-driven. 1) In a master-slave synchronization scheme, one of the simulators is chosen as the master that triggers slave simulators to execute events and exchange information. The exact logical time for interaction is only known by the master. This synchronization method can often be found in co-simulations with a steady state power system simulator (slave), which calculates new system states when being triggered by the communication simulator (master). The master-slave approach should only be used if the slave simulators do not actively generate events that affect the master.
2) In a time-stepped synchronization scheme, all cosimulators execute independently until a specific logical time is reached. When all co-simulators have reached the time step, messages accumulated during this period can be exchanged between simulators. The simulation is then resumed until the next step. Since messages accumulated within a timestep are delayed until the next synchronization point, system error may occur and accumulate througout the simulation. This error can be reduced by decreasing step-size statically or allowing changes of step-size adaptively, but cannot be completely eliminated.
3) In an event-driven synchronization scheme, a simulator may send and receive messages at arbitrary time. During simulation, a time bound is assigned to each simulator. By limiting the execution to events within this bound, it can be guaranteed that local events and external messages are processed in a correct order. This eliminates system error that may occur in a time-stepped approach. Depending on the implementation, the synchronization protocol can be sequential or parallel. Since our proposed co-simulation platform adheres to the HLA standard, its time synchronization mechanism is inherently parallel and event-driven which i) fully eliminates system error due to synchronization, and ii) allows the exploitation of parallelism in the host computer.
E. CO-SIMULATION INTERFACE
Since most proprietary simulation tools do not provide direct interfaces with standardized co-simulation frameworks, the implementation of ad-hoc interfaces to integrate communication and power system simulators is prominent in practice, especially in earlier works. Recent developments [12] [14] and this paper, however, devote efforts to the conformity of standardized IEEE 1516 High-Level Architecture (HLA) [25] interface to achieve better interoperability, re-usability and scalability in co-simulator design. The HLA standard specifies i) Object Model Templates to define co-simulation message structures understandable by all federates, and ii) the Runtime Infrastructure (RTI) to coordinate the message exchange, time synchronization, and management of a co-simulation session. Details on HLA-based co-simulation architecture is presented in Section IV.
III. DIRECT EXECUTION SIMULATION
The use of distributed software is pervasive for a wide range of smart grid applications. Their designs typically utilizes multi-threading, with dedicated threads for handling network events. In addition, synchronization operations are often performed by threads as a means to achieve inter-thread coordination. However, these kinds of design patterns are not supported by smart grid co-simulators reported in the literature because the unsupervised execution of multi-threading and blocking codes within a electrical/communication simulator may result in problems such as non-deterministic outcomes and deadlocks. In this section, we explain how direct-execution simulators are designed to eliminate this kind of problems. The following discussions are focused on the Java language, due to its popularity in distributed software development.
The major challenges in simulating a multi-thread Java execution is to ensure deterministic results. To achieve this, we first explore the reasons for non-deterministic behaviors, and then describe the corresponding countermeasures.
According to Java memory model (JMM) [30] , a singlethread Java program performs a sequence of actions. Given a particular control flow path, the order for action execution is uniquely defined according to the thread-local semantics. Therefore, the execution of a single thread program is deterministic and repeatable as long as it does not contain unspecified actions such as reading object references and external inputs.
However, for a multi-threaded program, actions issued by different threads are not necessarily in order, hence their execution order may vary in different runs and produce different timing and functional behaviors. These differences accumulate as the simulation proceeds and lead to diverged results. The causes of non-deterministic/un-repeatable behaviors are summarized below. 1) Actions' execution order is not deterministically defined and enforced as explained above.
2) Thread scheduling is not defined nor controlled by the program, which contributes to the non-determinism of action's execution order.
3) The outcomes of Java synchronization operations (e.g., lock/unlock, wait/notify) may be non-repeatable even if their order of execution are exactly repeated. For example, when multiple threads contend for a lock, the order of lock acquisition is not defined in JMM even if the order of contention is the same. 4) Interactions between a program and external systems may not be exactly repeatable.
Corresponding countermeasures are employed by the DecompositionJ framework to eliminate these four sources of non-determinism. 1) In the simulation, actions are executed in an order determined by their timestamps. To enforce this timestamp ordering of action execution, a logical time barrier is inserted ahead of each thread action. This barrier postpones an action execution until all actions with lesser timestamps are completed.
2) Thread scheduling is modeled by introducing logical processors, logical threads, logical scheduler, and scheduling actions in the simulation. Logical threads participate in the scheduling by executing processor-contend, acquire and release actions. The outcomes of these actions are determined by the logical scheduler based on the first-come-first-served principle. A logical thread must acquire a logical processor to continue action execution. This is enforced by inserting a logical processor barrier after a processor release, which postpones action execution until the thread has re-acquired a logical processor.
3) Java synchronization operations in the program are replaced with their deterministic versions, which interacts with the logical scheduler. 4) External systems are replaced with their simulated counterparts, i.e., co-simulators. External interactions with other co-simulators are performed by exchanging timestamped messages. External messages and thread actions are processed according to their timestamp order. This is enforced by inserting logical time barrier before the processing of an external message.
A. OPERATION OF A DIRECT-EXECUTION SIMULATION
The design of a direct-execution simulator is in itself a very complicated matter that deserves dedicated paper [27] for discussion. Reference [27] provides detailed discussions on i) concurrent execution model; ii) definitions of actions, inter-action relationships, and constraints to ensure wellformedness of simulation; iii) exploitation of parallelism; and iv) performance and scalability evaluation. In the following subsections, we provide an overview on the runtime operation of direct-execution simulation by first describing the data structures used in the simulation, then followed by the discussion on the tracking of timestamps and the enforcing of timestamp order.
1) SIMULATION METADATA
The simulation metadata is a global data structure that tracks the states of a simulated execution. Metadata provides the necessary information for evaluating action timestamps and calculating the outcomes of scheduling and synchronization operations, and it consists of:
• Processor States: For each processor, metadata maintains its ID, logical clock, the latest dispatched thread, operating frequency, context switching delay, and an idle flag.
• Logical Threads: For each logical thread, metadata maintains its ID, the latest acquired processor and timeslice, the lock it contends, and the wait set it resides in.
• Logical Scheduler: This includes a set of active threads and a processor contention queue.
• External Event Queue: This includes messages received from external processes, which are sorted according to their timestamps.
• Locks: For each lock, metadata keeps track of its locked/unlocked state, latest acquiring thread, and a contention queue.
• Wait sets: For each wait set, metadata contains its wait queue and the associated lock. Since the metadata is a shared data structure, a metadata lock is used to prevent concurrent access that leads to inconsistent states. A thread must hold the metadata lock when accessing metadata.
2) ENFORCING SIMULATED THREAD SCHEDULING
To simulate the effect of thread scheduling, actions can only be executed when the logical thread has acquired a logical processor. Therefore, processor barrier codes are inserted at the beginning of threads and at the end of every processor releasing operation. When a thread reaches a processor barrier, it will wait until a logical processor is assigned to it by the logical scheduler. Note that the metadata lock must be i) acquired before entering processor barrier, and ii) released while waiting inside or leaving the barrier.
3) TRACKING ACTION TIMESTAMPS
The timestamps of thread actions are tracked by using the processors' logical clock in the metadata. When a thread is being released from processor barriers, the clock of the newly acquired processor is updated. After leaving the processor barrier, the processor's clock will be incremented by the control codes each time a new action is reached. Essentially, processor clock tracks the timestamp of the next action to be performed by the running thread.
4) ENFORCING TIMESTAMP ORDER
The timestamp order of event execution is enforced by inserting logical time barrier ahead of synchronization actions or external messages. Note that in a co-simulation environment, it is also necessary to ensure that no external messages with lesser timestamps will arrive after leaving a logical time barrier. Therefore, the barrier contains a loop, VOLUME 6, 2018 in which a thread invokes RTI's NextMessageRequest service to obtain the next external message with a timestamp less than that of the next action, and waits until a TimeAdvanceGrant is issued by the RTI. This request-grant cycle repeats until no further messages with lesser timestamp is received.
5) HANDLING EXTERNAL EVENTS
Messages received from co-simulators will be stored in the external event queue in the metadata. Events in the queue are sorted according to their timestamps and await to be processed by an external event thread (EET)
The operation principle of an external event thread is similar to that of a logical thread but with the following differences: (i) since external actions are not performed in the context of a logical thread, handlers must not contain blocking operations such that EET will not be blocked as a result of executing external operations, and (ii) external actions do not require logical processors for execution and therefore EET will not be blocked by processor barriers.
B. DECOMPOSITIONJ FRAMEWORK
The DecompositionJ framework is in essence a runtime library and a compiler-based code analyzer and transformer.
Data structure and various mechanisms used in a directexecution simulation are implemented in a purposely designed runtime library, such as:
1) The simulation metadata. example, a simulated version of java.net package has been implemented to facilitate the simulation of TCP communications between Java programs. The simulation package translates various network events into co-simulation messages which are exchanged with the OPNET network simulator. With the aid of the runtime library, the compiler-based analyzer and transformer can then convert a target Java program into a direct-execution simulator of itself. The analysis and conversion procedures are as follows:
1) The parser generates abstract syntax trees (AST) for all the compilation units, i.e., .java source files of the target program.
2) AST nodes representing Java synchronization operations are instrumented with barriers or replaced by their deterministic counterparts in the runtime library. Specifically, (i) for a volatile variable access, metadata lock and logical time barrier are inserted before the access, and metadata unlock is inserted after the access; (ii) for Synchronization-Blocks and SynchronizationMethods, they are replaced by a try-finally block that begins with a monitor enter and ends with a monitor exit operation; and (iii) for commonly used synchronization operations, they are replaced by their counterparts in the library. 3) AST nodes representing external interactions are replaced by their simulated versions, e.g., the java.net package. 4) Time tracking codes are then inserted between actions.
Note that it is not necessary to inject a tracking code between every action since multiple intra-thread actions can be lumped into one if there is no branching in their control flow, i.e., they belong to the same basic block. Therefore, basic blocks are identified by using precise exceptional intra-procedural control flow analysis [33] and tracking codes are only inserted before each basic block. 5) The transformed ASTs are then rewritten into Java source which can then be compiled using JDKs to produce simulator executables. The JastaddJ/ExtendJ compiler framework is used to automatically perform the above analysis and source-to-source transformation. It is important to note that manual modification of the original program source code is not required. The simulator produced by DecompositionJ is compatible with any JDK, JVM and their associated development tools such as debuggers, profilers, and IDEs. To begin the simulation, users are only required to write a startup code to specify parameters for the simulation environment, e.g., number of logical processors and their operating frequencies, and then redirect the control flow to the simulator produced by DecompositionJ. Therefore, the entire process is convenient and almost fully automatic.
IV. CO-SIMULATION PLATFORM FOR AGENT-BASED SMART GRID APPLICATIONS
As noted in recent literatures, the multi-agent software platform JADE [26] has become a popular choice for implementing and studying distributed smart grid applications. JADE features full compliance with the FIPA [28] (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) specification designed by IEEE Computer Society for promoting agent interoperability. The platform provides Agent Management System, Directory Facilitator, Agent Interaction Protocols (AIPs) and Message Transport Services (MTS). The entire software is composed of more than 400K lines of codes and continue to evolve under active developments.
The multi-threading nature and complexity of JADE make it a good candidate for demonstrating the capability and usefulness of the proposed framework. As shown in Fig.1 , the source code of JADE and agents are automatically analyzed and transformed using the DecompositionJ framework to produce Virtual JADE (V-JADE) simulators. V-JADE simulators then participate in a co-simulation with eletrical system simulator PSCAD and network simulator OPNET. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the co-simulation is achieved by interfacing each simulator with a common HLA-compliant Runtime Infrastructure. For V-JADE, the RTI interface has been developed as part of the external event handling mechanism inside the DecompositionJ runtime library. For PSCAD, the RTI interface has been developed as an external library linked to user-defined modules. For OPNET, the RTI interface is already built into the software. Note that in the JADE architecture, the multiagent platform is formed by multiple containers distributed over networked computers. Each container may encapsulate more than one agent. Therefore, multiple V-JADE simulators are used in the co-simulation.
A. CO-SIMULATION MESSAGE EXCHANGE
To develop an HLA co-simulation, it is crucial that the format of exchanged messages is made known to all simulators. Therefore, a Federate Object Model (FOM) must be designed to specify the structures and attributes of all objects and interactions being exchanged. The FOM specification file is then shared between simulators.
In our co-simulation design, V-JADEs and PSCAD exchange information via sensor and actuator objects. At the initialization phase of a co-simulation, sensor and actuator objects are created and registered on the RTI by PSCAD. During simulation, sensor readings from the electrical system are periodically published to the RTI by PSCAD. The RTI then delivers the messages to V-JADEs according to timestamp order. For actuator objects, their values are published by V-JADE and subscribed by PSCAD.
The message exchange between V-JADEs and OPNET is considerably more complicated. Firstly, each V-JADE simulator is associated with a workstation object which is in turn associated with multiple network interface objects. Each network interface contains simulated network attributes exposed to V-JADE, which include workstation ID / network interface ID / MAC address / hostname / IP version / IP address / subnet mask and MTU. During the co-simulation initialization phase, OPNET creates, registers and publishes workstation and network interface objects to V-JADE simulators.
Secondly, when TCP socket operations are performed by V-JADE during simulation, RTI Interaction messages are sent to OPNET with reference to particular workstation and interface objects. Different types of interactions are used for different types of the operation, which include socket create / open / listen / send / close and abort. Conversely, when TCP socket events occur in OPNET, interactions will be sent to V-JADE with reference to particular workstation and interface. The interaction types include open confirmation / close indication / close confirmation / data reception / error Indication / Abort indication and FIN reception. The above types cover most functionalities of the java.net package, which is sufficient for simulating the communications between JADE containers.
B. CO-SIMULATION TIME SYNCHRONIZATION
Proper ordering of events across co-simulators is necessary to ensure causality and repeatability of the results. Time Management Service provided by HLA compliant RTIs handles this ordering using conservative time synchronization algorithms.
During the co-simulation, a simulator refrains from processing the next local event until it is guaranteed by the RTI that no messages with timestamps less than the next event will be received. This stop-and-wait procedure is achieved by first issuing a NextMessageRequest with t next_event as parameter to the RTI, and then wait until a TimeAdvanceGrant is received from RTI. By issuing the NextMessageRequest, VOLUME 6, 2018 the simulator also guarantees that it will not generate a message with timestamp less than min(t next_msg , t next_event ) + LA, where t next_msg refers to the timestamp of next message that will be delivered to the simulator, and LA refers to simulator's lookahead. The lookahead is a non-negative value that allows other simulators to execute beyond this simulator's local time. Using large lookahead values improve parallelism and hence enhance the performance of the co-simulation. Deriving a suitable lookahead value depends on the physical limitations of the simulated system, i.e., how quickly a simulated system can react to events received from another simulated system. For OPNET and Virtual JADE simulators, the overhead is assumed to be 1µs with the consideration of the processing delays between JVM and underlaying protocol stacks. For PSCAD, the lookahead is the same as the timestep size since PSCAD will not send out messages between simulation steps.
V. AGENT BASED FLISR CASE STUDY
Agent-based Fault Location, Isolation, and Service Restoration is a delay sensitive application that relies on fast decision response to reduce service interruption time. With this simulation case study, we demonstrate that the timeliness of service restoration can be influenced by the configurations of the JADE software and background traffics. In addition, we investigate a scenario in which both electrical and communication system failures occur simultaneously.
A. THE RESTORATION PROBLEM
When fault occurs in a radially configured power distribution network, the protection system isolates the faulted section and consequently blocks the power flow towards downstream sections. Switches are reconfigured to restore service for the affected sections with a network topology to minimize deenergized loads. Optimal network reconfiguration problem is traditionally solved off-line and the solutions are statically programmed to react upon events. This approach does not adapt well to the dynamic operation of smart distribution grids. Agent-based solutions were proposed in [19] - [24] to calculate optimal configuration based on dynamic information in a distributed manner.
In a reconfiguration problem, the power distribution network is considered as a graph G = {V , E}, where each edge corresponds to a switch, and each node corresponds to a set of feeder buses and lines bounded by a common set of switches. For a node v, its power generation, generation capacity and load consumption are given by G(v), G max (v) and L(v) respectively; and for an edge {v i , v j }, its power flow (from node v i to v j ) and line capacity are given by P(v i , v j ) and P max (v i , v j ). Note that power flow is directional, i.e. P(v i , v j ) = −P(v j , v i ). A modified IEEE 34-bus system is shown in Fig. 3a and its graph model is shown in Fig. 3b which illustrates the graph representation of distribution network. This system is also used in this FLISR case study.
When a fault occurs, the nodes are classified into three disjoint subsets: supplier nodes V s (nodes with positive net power output), consumer nodes V c , and faulted nodes V f . Consider a graph G with N supplier nodes, the reconfiguration algorithm aims to find a set of N trees H = {T 1 , T 2 , , T N } for restoration, such that the total restored load is maximized:
The optimization subjects to the following constraints: 1) Each tree must contain a supplier node as the root and exclude all the faulted nodes.
2) The trees are disjoint.
3) Power balance must be satisfied, i.e., the input power of a node is equal to the total output power for its successor nodes plus local load. For consumer node, the net input power equals load consumption.
For supplier node, the sum of generation and net input power equals consumption.
20538 VOLUME 6, 2018 4) Power generation of each DER is bounded by its maximum capacity.
5) Power flow of each line is bounded by maximum line capacity.
B. RECONFIGURATION ALGORITHM
Due to the distributed nature of multi-agent systems and the dynamic nature of smart grid, each node on the network only possesses local information. Therefore, after the fault, the agents at each node explore the graph and obtain information from agents in other nodes in order to determine the restoration trees. Since each restoration tree must contain a supplier node, the exploration and tree growth start from the supplier node. The procedures of the reconfiguration algorithm are as follows: 1) Initially, a restoration tree T n is created for each supplier node v s n ∈ V s , which contains v s n as its root. 2) For each restoration tree, frontier edges F n is defined as the edges between nodes inside T n and nodes outside T n . F n will be updated when a new node is recruited to the tree. 3) For each tree node v other than the root supplier node, in(v) represents the parent tree node that supplies power to v, and out(v) represents the set of child tree nodes which draws power from v. 4) For each tree node v, R(v) represents the surplus power that can be drawn from the node if new nodes are added to the tree through v. By constraining R(v) ≥ 0 for all nodes, (5)- (8) can be enforced. (10) 5) A weight w, representing the load of the neighboring node reachable through the edge, is assigned to each frontier edge.
6) For as long as F n is not empty, the algorithm greedily explores the frontier edge with the largest weight and attempts to recruit the neighboring node through that edge. 7) To ensure a neighboring node is eligible for recruitment, the supplier node's agent enquires its state through communications. The neighboring node will be recruited unless it i) is faulted, or ii) is already included in another restoration tree, or iii) has a load exceeding the R value of its parent node. 8) New frontier edges F new are added to F n when a new node is recruited. Supplier node communicates with the new node in order to acquire F new and their associated weights. Additionally, R value of all tree nodes will be updated to account for the new load.
9) The algorithm ends when all the frontier edges are explored. The distribution network will be restored according to the topology of the restoration trees.
C. RESTORATION AGENTS
The FLISR mechanisms including the reconfiguration algorithm are implemented using a two-tier multiagent system (MAS) with four agent types. As shown in Fig. 4 , the upper tier consists of Node Agents (NA) and Switch Agents (SA), while the lower tier consists of Load Agents (LA) and DER Agents (DA). Lower tier agents can only communicate with their supervising NAs, while upper tier agents can communicate with one another. The operation of each type of agent will be presented in the following. SAs, LAs and DAs are connected to their corresponding physical switches, loads and DERs through sensors and actuators. These agents control and monitor their corresponding physical devices and respond to their supervising NAs' requests, such as adjusting operating points and reporting device status. In addition, SAs are also responsible for over current protection and fault detection.
NAs have no direct interaction with the electrical system, but they are responsible for coordinating the FLISR mechanism. Fig. 5 depicts its operating states. Initially, NA stays in idle state until an anomaly is reported by a neighboring SA. Upon which the NA will enquire current and voltage readings from all neighboring SAs. If a fault is detected within its segment, NA will isolate the fault by requesting all neighboring SA to open their switches and it will then remain isolated and not be restored. On the contrary, NA will proceed to the inquiry phase to identify its local generations FIGURE 5. Operation flow of a Node Agent. VOLUME 6, 2018 and consumptions through subordinate DAs and LAs. After that, NAs with local generations (i.e. supplier node) will initiate the reconfiguration algorithm, while consumer NAs will wait and respond to inquiries. Supplier NAs will enter transient state and request both DERs and switches to adjust to new network configuration upon the completion of the reconfiguration algorithm. Finally, NAs return to idle state when stabilized bus voltages is observed.
D. COMMUNICATION NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS
For communication infrastructure, we consider gateway routers being installed at all buses, which are connected by optical carriers running alongside with distribution lines. The distances between routers are stipulated in the IEEE 34 Bus system dataset. Each agent runs in a separate JADE container which is mapped to a workstation that connects to a router. Further details are listed in Table 2 . 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The agent based FLISR case has been simulated using the proposed co-simulation platform. In this section, we first explain the MAS operation by presenting a trace of significant simulation events in the FILSR process. Then the performance of MAS is evaluated with different network and software configurations: i) background traffics, ii) communication link failure, iii) communication link failure time, and iv) location of JADE main container responsible for maintaining all agents' network address.
A. AGENT ACTIONS AND EVENTS
The event trace in Table 3 is produced without simulating background traffic or link failure. This table only shows relevant information from supplier Node agents, i.e., NA1 and NA6.
• Phase 1 -Fault Detection At t=0, a three-phase ground fault occurs between bus 806 and 808 (inside v 2 ), which causes fault current to flow through Bus 800 towards 808 and voltage sag in the distribution network. The fault current is first detected by SA12 and reported to NA1 at t=0.00931 (#1), using the Switch Anomaly Inform: Inform message. This triggers NA1 to change its state from Idle to Fault Location (#2). Similarly, NA6 enters Fault Location state after receiving the message from SA56 (#15, 16) . Note that only the first • Phase 3 -Enquire DERs To identify the total power generation capacity and load consumption of the node. NA1 sends a query message (DER/Load Status Query: Query-ref) to DA1 and LA1 (#7). The corresponding response messages are received at #8, indicating that v 1 has a generation capacity of 18.0 and load of 3.0, and hence 15.0 units are available for restoring other nodes. NA1 then enters Restoration Supplier state (#9). Similarly, NA6 follows the same routine (#27, [29] [30] and has a surplus power of 4 units. For nodes without DER, their NAs will enter Restoration Consumer state after receiving the response messages from their subordinate LAs.
• Phase 4 -Reconfiguration After entering the reconfiguration phase, each supplier node becomes the root of a restoration tree and its node agent executes reconfiguration algorithm to expand the tree. Consumer nodes also participate in the process by reacting to the messages from supplier nodes. Initially, T 1 only consists of the root node v 1 with two frontier edges {v 1 , v 2 } and {v 1 , v 7 } (#10). The edge with the largest weight (i.e., {v 1 , v 7 }) is selected for restoration. NA1 sends a Restoration Query: Query-If message to NA7 (#13) to verify that the constraints mentioned in step 7) of the reconfiguration algorithm are satisfied. Note that v 7 is restartable because it is not faulted, nor has it been included in any restoration tree. Therefore the recruitment of v 7 is confirmed with a Restoration Query: Agree message replied to NA1 (#14). Upon recruitment, NA7 issues Switch Operation Request: Request to SA17 to establish connection to T 1 by closing the switch. Following that, NA7 proceeds to enquire its neighboring SAs and NAs for a list of new frontier edges. These edges are then identified and reported back to NA1 through an Restoration Query: Inform message (#18,19). Finally, NA1 updates the surplus power of v 1 and v 7 (#20,21). The above process represents one iteration of the reconfiguration algorithm. Each restoration supplier will repeat this process to explore its neighborhood and attempt to expand the tree until all eligible frontier edges are exhausted. For NA1 and NA6, their reconfiguration phases end at t=0.06733(#61) and t = 0.07652 (#70), respectively. Fig.6 shows the final network configuration.
• Phase 5 -Transient Once the algorithm ends, supplier node enters transient state and issues an Operation Request: Request to its DA (#62 for NA1, #71 for NA6). The DA then replies with an Operation Request: Agree message and starts power generation. The communication and computational delays of MAS operations are observable from the electrical system, which is shown in Fig. 7 . The fault current is detected at #1 by SA12 which controls the switch to open at the next zero crossing point. Voltages of bus 836 and bus 824 are restored shortly after the DERs agree to power generation (#63, 72).
B. EFFECTS OF BACKGROUND TRAFFICS AND LINK FAILURE
Background traffic is sent from all feeder buses to a data aggregator at bus 800 using IP-based protocols. Note that two OC-1 links are connected to bus 800, i.e., from bus 836 to 802, allowing a maximum throughput of 100.224Mbps (payload) which is equivalent to 3.037Mbps per bus. Fig. 8 shows the solution time, i.e., time for supplier NA to enter transient state, of NA1 and NA6 with different levels of traffics. As the configuration of background traffic rate is increased towards the maximum throughput, the average packet queuing delay approaches infinity, which explains the exponentially increasing solution time.
Since communication links run along with power distribution lines, it is likely for an electrical fault to correlate with communication link failures. To study the impact, a link failure is scheduled to occur simultaneously with the electrical fault between buses 806 and 808. As shown in Fig. 8 , the reconfiguration time increases due to more background traffics being distributed over the remaining links. Table 4 shows the percentage increment of reconfiguration time caused by simultaneous link failure and the results indicate a more significant impact under higher traffics. 
C. EFFECTS OF LINK FAILURE TIME
Since JADE message transport service benefits from the retransmission mechanisms provided by the underlaying TCP protocol, application programmers may often assume reliable and timely agent communications without concerning packet losses in the network so long as the reachability between JADE containers is maintained. However, the co-simulation reveals that when both electrical fault and communication link failures occur, their temporal proximity greatly affects the reconfiguration solution time.
In Fig. 9 , an electrical fault occurs at t = 0. The X-axis represents the link failure time and Y-axis represents the reconfiguration solution time of node agents. If link failure occurs in zone I, i.e., it occurs less than 7.5ms after the electrical fault, the effect of link failure on solution time is insignificant. This is because agent communications only begin at 9.31ms (#1 in Table 3 ) after the fault, hence routers adjacent to the failed link have sufficient time to detect it and update their forwarding tables before the agent communications. As a result, no MAS packet is lost.
However, a dramatic increment of solution time is observed if link failure occurs in zone II, i.e., between 7.5ms and 27.5ms after the fault. This is because agents have begun establishing TCP connections with each other via three-way handshakes before alternative routes are updated in router's forwarding tables. The loss of handshake packets is not timely retransmitted by TCP because the session's round-trip time (RTT) has yet to be measured and a rather long initial retransmission timeout of 0.5s is used, leading to a significant impact on the solution time.
If link failure occurs in zone III, i.e., 27.5ms after the fault, it will not have a significant impact on the solution time. Because TCP handshake between agents has been completed before the link failure and RTT measurements can be used to perform timely retransmission with a negligible timeout delay.
A possible solution to achieve short reconfiguration time is to modify JADE or agent codes which include i) TCP connections are pre-established between every pair of agents, and ii) heartbeat signals are sent between agents to periodically update the RTT. However this is outside the scope of this paper.
The above analysis of simulation results demonstrates the capability of the proposed framework to capture the long solution time when communication failure and electrical fault occurred in quick succession.
D. EFFECTS OF MAIN-CONTAINER LOCATION CONFIGURATION
Under the JADE architecture, a Global Agent Descriptor Table storing the network addresses of all agents is maintained by the main container (MC). The network location of MC has an impact on the solution time since agents must first enquire MC to resolve each other's network address before they attempt to communicate for the first time.
As shown in Fig.10 , the solution time for different node agents varies depending on the location of the MC. When NA1's container is selected as MC, its solution time is benefited because all agent interactions originated from NA1 can be resolved locally. Similar benefit for NA6 can be obtained if its container is assigned as MC. The timing information is useful for finding the optimial MC location. 
E. SUMMARY ON SIMULATION RESULTS
Through this agent-based FLISR case study, the benefits for incorporating direct-execution simulators in a smart grid cosimulation are demonstrated:
• The detailed and authentic behavior of smart grid software systems can be generated to facilitate the understanding of system operations, as shown by the agent event trace.
• Inter-dependencies between communication systems and software systems can be simulated, as shown by the effects of background traffics on reconfiguration solution time.
• Inherent design concerns in software and communication systems can be revealed by co-simulation, as demonstrated in the case where electrical fault and link failure occurred in quick succession.
• Software designers may fine-tune the JADE main container location to improve solution time.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel integration of direct-execution simulators to a Smart Grid co-simulation platform that adheres to the HLA standard. The DecompositionJ framework automatically performs static analysis and source-tosource transformation to convert a target program into its own simulator. This removes the burden of manual modeling and code development, and simplifies version control and maintenance. The transformed simulator is compatible with existing Java environments and tools, which facilitates researchers to debug and study a target program during simulation. A complex multiagent platform JADE is simulated and used in an FLISR case study. Results illustrate that low-level details in software and network configuration can affect the time required for restoration, which would otherwise be overlooked. This convenient and effective direct-execution simulation framework with high-fidelity modeling capability is believed to be important for enabling simulation studies on a wide range of smart grid applications.
